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Abstract

In this talk we first formulate Clifford algebra valued boundary integral equations
and develop their boundary elements for plane complex and space quaternion valued
harmonic functions, space C`3(C)-valued k-monogenic functions, and space anisotropic
vector potential functions. In the development, Dirac-type operators, Cauchy-type
kernels, Clifford algebra valued Stokes’ theorem play the fundamental roles, and a novel
procedure is devised which combines the merits of analytical evaluations of singularity
and numerical quadrature for any geometry shape. In the second part of the talk we
explore the Clifford group and its subgroups, especially Spin groups and Lorentz groups,
and their roles in characterizing the evolutions of yield surfaces. For these groups the
defining maps, namely the twisted adjoint representations may well be taken advantage
of to update the stress points automatically on the yield surfaces, evolving or not in
stress space. This offers tremendous computational benefits for structural and solid
elastoplastic (thermo-)mechanics.
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